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I am a quadrillionarire chapter 2123-The auction for the Silver Flood Dragon came to an 
end. 

In the end, the beautiful woman Beanie bought the complete corpse of the Silver Flood 
Dragon at a sky-high price of 19.8 billion. 

The normal reward was about 10 billion L Dollars. 

However, if the body was not complete, the amount would decrease. 

However, this Silver Flood Dragon was really well preserved. 

Except for some losing some blood, the other parts were all intact. 

The people from several big families were very curious. 

What kind of battle did the Silver Flood Dragon go through that it did not even suffer any 
trauma? 

Only a scale was missing somewhere on the body. 

A heavy blow to the head was the fatal injury to the Silver Flood Dragon. 

Could a small team with that kind of strength kill the seriously injured Silver Flood 
Dragon? 

To be honest, no one really believed it. 

After they asked Maximus, he would just say that the battle shockwaves from between 
the two overlord-level beasts 

were too big, so they could only stand by and watch from a distance. They did not dare 
to get close at all, for fear of being affected by the battle, so that was why they did not 
see it clearly. 

By the time their team found the Silver Flood Dragon, it was seriously injured and dying. 

After a great battle, it was finally killed. 

This story actually had many loopholes. 

However, since the person involved had said this, the others would not continue asking. 

Anyway, Maximus did bring out the body of the Silver Flood Dragon. 



This was the truth. 

As for the real situation, perhaps only Maximus and his teammates knew. 

However, his teammates had all died, so Maximus was the only one who knew the 
truth. 

After the auction, the Nacht family took away the Silver Flood Dragon. 

The spectators in the plaza also gradually dispersed. 

David started wandering around Crow City, preparing to get to know The Spirit Cage 
better before making further plans. 

If there was a crowd in a restaurant, tea house, or hotel, David would visit it. 

While listening to other people’s chats and observing the world of The Spirit Cage, he 
would occasionally interject to ask questions he had in his heart. 

Because David spoke nicely and his words were very flattering, the adventurers would 
answer him patiently. 

After half a day of gathering information and feeling around, David already had a basic 
understanding of the world of The Spirit Cage. 

The Spirit Cage, like Leila, used the same currency and that was L Dollars! 

This surprised David. 

It meant that he could make a big splash in the world of The Spirit Cage. 

He could quickly improve his strength without going to Leila. 

Although The Spirit Cage was a virtual world, there were almost no differences from 
Leila. 

One was the world where the body lived and the other was the world where the soul 
lived. 

In terms of the senses, the senses of the soul were a little more sensitive. 

In other words, getting hurt in The Spirit Cage would be more painful than in the real 
world. 

Conversely, the joy and happiness in The Spirit Cage would be amplified. 



In addition, one would also increase their mind power in The Spirit Cage. 

That was how The Spirit Cage could become the second- largest world of human 
activities. 

Crow City was a city near the edge of the Endless Forest. 

Crow City was a small village at the beginning, and as more and more people came and 
ventured into the Endless Forest, it gradually became the Crow City it was today. 

Those who were active in this area were basically the people at the lowest level, that 
was, adventurers. 

They explored the Endless Forest every day, hoping to find valuable medicines. If they 
needed it, they could use it to improve their mind power, and if they did not need it, they 
could sell it and enjoy life. 
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